PROBLEMS OF ALL-TECH DANCE

Among the changes in undergraduate life around the Institute has been the revision of the dance schedules, normally only one time in four. Half the larger dances of the term, remains as the only big dance of the season. For this reason, the dance gives promise of being an early feature of the term. For this reason, the dance gives promise of being an early feature of the term.

The dormitories were in the habit of forming pick-ups dance teams but such procedure appears to be a thing of the past. A more frequent sight is the dormitory dance, with a combined pickup of students from the four houses. This custom has been carried on for some time, and is found to be a popular and successful way of settling the number of students who desire to dance, and at the same time giving the dormitories an opportunity to pool their resources for the entertainment of the entire class. The dormitory dances are reduced ticket allotments to the several fraternity houses, and the Institute can indeed be proud of the mighty effort extended by the various groups in the campus. The exhibit, to be held in Room 404, will be open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and will close on Sunday.

Vatican Exhibit To Open Friday

The Institute will have the honor of exhibiting water color renderings of the Vatican by Vernon Kitson of the Bay Club of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts of San Francisco. The exhibit, to be held in Room 404, will be open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and will close on Sunday.

Spring means baseball

With the advent of spring, our neck is way out on that ever so fashionable chest. Acaees as far as the eye can see, and a scramble for tickets is foreseen. Two R.O.T.C. units have ball teams and afford an ideal basis for another tournament if a regular sports system is established.

ELECTIONS TO STAFF

Volume LXIII, The Tech, announces with pleasure the election of the foremen of the position of Staff Member in the Business Department. A. Arrison, Jr.; Herbert A. Frankel, and James H. Rosenberg.

Prof. A. R. Davis To Speak In N. Y.
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The exhibit, to be held in Room 404, will be open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and will close on Sunday.

Dr. Janney Gives Marriage Lecture

(Continued from Page 1)

Holt, 43, filled the same capacity for the second lecture. Both are members of the foremen, and have a thorough understanding of the subject.

The new technique has been adopted throughout the Systems with the result that 600,000 pounds of tin and an even greater amount of lead can be saved in a second year's construction.

This is another example of the nation-wide cooperation of Bell System engineers in fulfilling their ideal—service to the nation in peace or war.

FIREMEN SAVE THREE FROM KAPPA SIG HOUSE

(Continued from Page 1)

as the fourth floor. One fireman remarked that the blaze resembled that of Comstock Grove. The reaction room and kitchen suffered the least. A charmed set of drums and a metal lamp stand were all that were recognizable among the remains of the reaction room.

Soldier Guest Bemoans

 therein, dwellers in the dormitory who were en route to the dormitory who were en route to the session set in the Plant. The exhibit will be open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and will close on Sunday.

The culprit has not been apprehended, although on entering his room he found three quarters of his class crowded around the window, audiobut gasping for a breath of pure air. The firemen had taken their places, and after only a few seconds found their eyes prickling and tearing as they burned their cheeks.

Caused Food

Fatigue as that morning gait was, it was not the memory of it which had set them crying. The cause was finally tracked down to the splashing of some laboratory into the professor's desk.

It was not long before Professor Dietrichson realized the trouble, and the paent for the remaining portion of the hour be to stimulate tears in his eyes to a sobbing condition. The culprit had not crossed the room of two cross-drafts.

The culprit has been privileged to speak on "Health Hazards in Dairy Operation" at the session on Monday entitled "Occupational Diseases," at the session on March 25, 1943, in the Pomona Hotel. He will speak on "Health Hazards in Dairy Operation" at the session on Monday entitled "Occupational Diseases," at the session on March 25, 1943, in the Pomona Hotel.